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Quantum science and technology areas of active research

• Quantum computing: developing processors that manipulate large numbers of 

entangled qubits coherently

• Quantum algorithms: mapping interesting hard problems to quantum circuits

• Quantum sensors: using quantum devices as sensors, exploiting quantum 

properties to, e.g., detect dark matter in the laboratory

• Quantum communications: moving quantum information over long distances 

coherently, with applications to networking of quantum computers or sensors, 

secure communications, etc.



Quantum computing: from bits to qubits

• Information is stored and manipulated as quantum states called qubits

• A single qubit state is in general a quantum superposition of two distinct 
states, which we denote as state |0> and state |1>:

• The two angles parameterize the surface of a 
sphere, called the Bloch sphere

• If the qubit is entangled with other qubits, it is 
described by a density matrix that maps to points 
in the interior of the Bloch sphere



Quantum gates

• Starting from any single qubit state you can apply a unitary gate operation 
that rotates you to some other state on the surface of the Bloch sphere

• For example, the Hadamard gate H takes the |0> state to the |+> state, and 

takes the |1> state to the |-> state, where

• |0> and |1> are called the computational basis

• |+> and |-> are called the Hadamard basis



Quantum entanglement

• A quantum state of two or more qubits can be entangled, meaning that the 
state cannot be written as a tensor product of single qubit states

• For two qubits a basis for entangled states is the four Bell states:

• Each of these states is maximally entangled, meaning that each qubit is sharing 
100% of the information about its quantum state with the other qubit



Creating entangled states in a quantum circuit

• Starting with a 2-qubit state in the computational basis, you can create a Bell 

state by applying the Hadamard gate and then a CNOT, which is a 2-qubit 

entangling gate



Swapping qubits and the no-cloning theorem

• With 3 CNOT gates you can swap the (arbitrary unknown) quantum 

states of two qubits

• However, the no-cloning theorem says that you cannot copy the 

quantum information of an (arbitrary unknown) qubit



Universal quantum digital computers

• Starting from a small menu of gates, you can obtain a
universal digital quantum computer

• In principle can solve any problem if you have enough qubits and can apply

enough gates (without errors) before quantum decoherence destroys your

program

For example, this circuit performs

a discrete Fourier transform on 3

qubits worth of information



Exponential speedup

• The discrete Fourier transform is an example of a calculation that a quantum 
computer can do exponentially faster than any classical computer:

• For n qubits we need ~ n2 gate operations, whereas a conventional Fast Fourier 

Transform requires ~ n2n operations

• In 1994 Peter Shor showed that factorization of a product of large prime 
numbers can be done this way.

• Thus a quantum computer can do at least one important calculation

exponentially faster than a classical computer

• This will eventually be the doom of RSA encryption



How long before quantum computers destroy the world economy?

Craig Gidney giving the first ever 

public tutorial by Google on quantum 

computing software: Fermilab 9/13/18



Google paper in 2019 reported how 

their 53-qubit superconducting 

Sycamore quantum processor 

outperformed Summit, the largest US 

supercomputer, on a particular task

Quantum “Supremacy”



• IBM has just announced their 127-qubit processor 

Eagle

• Plans to get to 1000 qubits and beyond using 
interconnected dilution fridges

Rapid progress, big challenges

• Hybrid classical-quantum cloud services are 

under development by several companies



Private sector placing big bets on qubits

Qubit technologies overview. From: Forbes, Quantum Computer 

Battle Royale: Upstart Ions Versus Old Guard Superconductors

Commercially deployed quantum processors so far use either superconducting 

microwave circuits (IBM, Google, Rigetti) or trapped ions (IonQ, Honeywell)

US now has more private investment in quantum technology than government funding

“The tech giants, IBM , Google , 
and Intel , all have staked out their 
quantum computing claims with 
superconducting qubits. Rigetti 
Computing, a recent but impressive 
California start-up, also uses 
superconducting qubits”
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So: what are quantum computers actually good for?

“Quantum advantage” refers to any case where a quantum processor 

provides a useful advantage in tackling an important problem (or part of 

an important problem)

This is not the same thing as asking for exponential speedup, since for 
some problems a 20% improvement is a big deal

And it is more than an algorithmic question:

• How much do you care about about noise/errors?

• How much do you care about where the processor is deployed, or how 

fast is the turn around time?

Obviously subject matter experts, e.g. scientists, need to be directly 
involved in developing use cases with validated quantum advantage



Applications of quantum computing for particle physics, nuclear, etc

This talk: quantum simulations of HEP/NP physical systems

Seeking quantum advantage

Real-time strong dynamics:

– Neutrino-nuclear interactions 

Real-time non-equilibrium dynamics:

– Cosmological phase transitions 

Quantum gravity

– Wormholes

Other important applications ( much broader than HEP/NP):

• Quantum AI/ML

• Quantum optimization

• etc

Snowmass 2021 LOI TF10-077 (2020)



Consider proton-proton collisions at the LHC:

• We know the underlying theory is QCD

• But even with the largest classical supercomputers we must instead resort 
to modeling and data-extracted parton distributions

Real time strong dynamics

• No one is even attempting to 
compute real-time QCD dynamics

• Why?



As the recent MicroBooNE results show, we have 
entered a new era of neutrino physics enabled by the 
capabilities of Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers

Quantum computing for neutrino discoveries

• But this means we care about the details of how the

argon nucleus rattles around after being struck by a

neutrino

• This is a physics challenge where quantum computers
may be part of the solution P. Abratenko et al. (MicroBooNE Collaboration) 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 131801

• And we should have pretty good quantum

computers by the 2030’s when the DUNE

experiment is running



For example, it may be that matter dominates over antimatter in our universe because 
of a baryogenesis process during a first order phase transition in the early universe:

• This involves nonequilibrium, nonadiabatic, 
nonperturbative dynamics in curved spacetime

• Bubbles of the new vacuum nucleate, interact, 

and merge to complete the phase transition

Quantum computing for cosmological phase transitions

Slides from Hank Lamm



For example, it may be that matter dominates over antimatter in our universe because 
of a baryogenesis process during a first order phase transition in the early universe:

• Baryogenesis cares about the details of this 
dynamics

• This is a physics challenge where quantum 

computers may be part of the solution

Quantum computing for cosmological phase transitions

Slides from Hank Lamm


